The existence of random time-delay 
1．Introduction
The rapid development of the Internet technology makes people can get public information and services through it. Its data sharing and transmission ability make it to be a new channel for control the remote teleoperation system [1] . Due to the complex connectivity and lots of concurrent real-time operations, each time a large number of data transmit via the Internet. Although Internet technology has been greatly improved, the delay, loss and disorder about the data packets still exist. These problems can be regarded as the time delay without fixed rules [2] . The random time-delay of Internet seriously affects the stability and reliability of the system, reduces the efficiency or even threats the security of telerobot.
The goal of teleoperation system is to achieve "intelligence cooperation", in which there is a perfect coordination between the human operator and the telerobot [3] [4] . Autonomy is an important characteristic for optimal human-machine coordination. It is believed that the increasing about the telerobot autonomy may improve the operation performance in dynamic varying environments. And it can maintain the system stability under random timedelay conditions. Our work is based on this. According to the different intelligence level, the autonomous control strategies involved: supervisory control [5] , neural network control [6] , behavior programming control [7] and collaborative control [8] , etc. However, previous control methods are insufficient intelligence to control the telerobot with random time-delay or dynamic system parameters. So, it is necessary to propose a new control strategy. The new strategy should have the following characteristics, such as: self-adaptive, self-learning and to guarantee the stability and other operation performance. Also, it should be able to combine with the traditional control method to achieving the best effect in Internet-based teleoperation system [9] .
However, the traditional intelligence control methods applied to the telerobot differ from the human mental development [10] . That is with time, a brain like natural or an artificial embodied system, under the control of its intrinsic developmental program (coded in the genes or artificially designed) develops mental capabilities through autonomous real-time interactions with its environments (including its own internal environment and components) by using its own sensors and effectors [11] .
Gerald M. Edelman has suggested a selective strategy for neural group network control [12] . The work of Gerald Edelman and his colleagues provides a neural control approach tied with biology and neuroscience. The important distinction in Edelman's theory is that, form (morphology) and function are closely related and cannot be separated. Most of the works by Edelman have focused on the categorization about the dynamic unlabeled environments and information. Instead of relying on rigid rules and representations, Edelman constructs his theory on selforganization due to selection mechanisms.
In this paper, it is difficult to construct the accurate mathematical model for both the Internet time-delay and external environment. Thus, we propose to design an intelligence controller. It includes a multi-level neural group network and a real-time selective algorithm. The controller may autonomously produce the adaptive outputs through selective evaluation within each sampling period.
The simulation experiment is on a small wheeled mobile robot teleoperation system. In order to compare our results with a traditional controller, we also applied the fuzzy logic strategy with the same conditions. Simulation results showed: the neural group network controller with real-time selective strategy has better "autonomous ability". This paper is organized as the following. Section 2 discusses the teleoperation controller architecture. Section 3 shows the simulation experiments and results. The conclusions are in the Section 4.
Teleoperation controller architecture

Neural group network controller based on the real-time selective strategy
The evaluation concept is the core of the selective strategy, which perform the synthetic evaluation on change condition of the external information and the internal synaptic connections. In the neural group network, the basic unit is not the single neuron, but the groups of neural cells with same structures and functions. Because of this, different groups of neurons may be sensitive to different environmental information, which provide the basis for selection [12] . In order to achieve the real-time evaluation selective strategy, all the updating, storage and analysis of the information must be done within one sampling period of the control system [13] . The neural group network can adopt either the off-line or on-line learning mode. Because of our work is based on the Internet-based teleoperation system, the treatment of time-delay operator commands, different stimulates combination and neural group synaptic adjustment must be solved.
In our study, a series of improved formulas are proposed to achieve the synaptic adjustment of neural group network system [13] . For all neuronal units, the total input of unit i is defined by formula (1). The activity value of unit i is given by formula (2 
Evaluation rules for real-time selective strategy
In our algorithm, it obtains the most appropriate active value through the evaluation from the synaptic function. Different selection may influence the capability of the controller. In this paper, we use formula (4) which based on the rule of Bienenstock [14] to offer the inhibition or enhance rates of synaptic: 1 2 , θ θ are two thresholds; 1 2 , k k are two slopes; ρ is a saturation parameter. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the selective neural group network controller. It is adopted in the Internet-based teleoperation system to control the wheeled mobile robot in distance. We adopt the positive-reverse modeling method. To contrast, the selective strategy is replaced by the traditional fuzzy Figure 2 . The fuzzy strategy adopts the T-S (Takagi-Sugeno) fuzzy logic rules. A brief regional and function schematic According to the difference value among the expectation output, the actual output and the neural group controller output, it can realize the internal connection weights adjustment within each sampling cycle. Combined with the real-time selective strategy, the neural group network can learn the system dynamic characteristics and adapt to the environment. From the Figure 3 , we can see the brief regional and function schematic of selective neural network controller adopted in this paper. It has the special local interconnection structure defined from the biological angel. The memory neuronal group is the most important part to realize the information storage and evaluation, such as the previous layer outputs and the internal condition of other neural groups, etc. Therefore, the neural group network has the unique dynamic time response characteristic.
Experiments and results
Implementation of neural group network controller and fuzzy logic controller for teleoperation
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Experimental setup
This paper adopts the trajectory tracking of a single telerobot to verify the validity of the controller. In experiment, we used the joystick to control the small wheeled mobile robot through Internet in Figure 4 . The camera is placed above the movement location. Figure  5 shows the trajectory test in our experiment. It is the approaching curve trajectory of telerobot to the fixed point with two environment obstacles. With this condition, we investigated the performance of two strategies: the real-time selective strategy and the traditional fuzzy logic strategy. 
Simulation results and discussion
The algorithm flow diagram is shown in Figure 6 . And the Figure 7 
Conclusion
For the Internet-based teleoperation system, it is essential to increasing the local autonomy for maintain the stability of system. In this paper, we presented a real-time selective neural group network controller which autonomously adapted for the dynamic changing situation. We tested in tracking trajectories for compare the capacity between the traditional fuzzy logic strategy and the real-time selective strategy. The simulation results showed the selective neural group network controller has the sufficient on-line learning, information accessing and evaluation ability.
In future work, we plan to apply the selective neural group network controller described in this paper to the multirobot system, such as an Internet-based telerobot soccer system. And this control strategy and method can also be extending to solve other teleoperation problems.
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